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/ SPLITIING THE MIDDLE MATZA

OJthe three matzot, the rpper and lower represent the lehem mishneh,the double
portion of manna that fell before Sabbaths and festivals in the wiiderness so

the Israelites would not have to gather food on the holy day itself. The third _
the middle matza - represents the special duty to eat unleavened breacl on
Pesah.

There are two reasons we break it in half. The 6rst is that it is describecl as
"the bread ofoppression" or, as the sages interpreted it, ,,the bread
ofa poor
person." One who is so poor that he does not knowwhere his next meal is lorn_
ing from does not eat ali his food at once. He divides it into two, saving hali tor
Iater.
The second is that, with the destruction of the Temple, matza takes the place
of the Paschal offering. Just as that lamb was eaten at the end of the ,.neal _ so
as to be experienced as holy food, not just food eaten to satisfy hunger _
so \ye
reserve half the matza (the aJikoman) to be eaten at the end of the meal. The
custom that children hide the afkoman is part of the spirit of the seder service,

which contains many elements designed to attract and sustain the interest of
a child.
However, there is also a third significance to breaking the middle matza.
Matza represents two apparently contradictory ideas. At the beeinning of the
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